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Introduction 

P+Y tax planning toolkit – FY2022 
Tax planning 

While careful tax return preparation is important, the fact is, most tax saving mechanisms need to be 
implemented before 30 June. The earlier we identify the issues the more time you have to explore the options, 
arrange your cashflow and implement a plan to reduce or avoid the need to pay unnecessary tax. 
 

There’s a myriad of tax planning measures with short term and long term tax-effective outcomes available to 
you. Our best advice is for you to begin your tax and business planning at the beginning of the financial year 
and to review it in the fourth quarter. 
 

Leave it too late, and you simply won’t have the time you need to implement tax-effective actions, and you will 
very likely pay more tax than you actually need to. While we all must meet our tax obligations, this doesn’t 
mean we have to pay more tax than necessary, disrupt cashflow, forfeit important goals or impede the smooth 
operation of business. 
 

What this toolkit does 
This toolkit provides an outline of tax issues that can be considered before year-end. This document has been 
updated for current tax legislation, rulings and regulations, and new developments. This toolkit is designed to 
identify the major tax planning considerations that face most businesses. 
 

What this toolkit doesn't do 
This toolkit is not intended to be a comprehensive and complete document covering all taxation issues that 
require consideration. Every client’s circumstances are unique. This document is only intended to provide you 
with a broad overview of a range of issues for consideration. 
 
 
 

How P+Y can help 
If this guide creates more questions than answers, contact us!  
 

At P+Y, tax planning is among our key Advisory services. Tax planning is an overarching service that 
includes advice for tax-efficient structures, ownership and holding assets. With these and other tax 
planning and structuring matters carefully considered, you’ll be well positioned when tax return 
preparation time comes around, happy in the knowledge that you’ve only paid the tax you should – no 
more, no less. 
 

Disclaimer and general advice warning 
The contents of this document are for general information only and do not consider your personal circumstances or situation. 
Furthermore, this document does not contain a detailed or complete explanation of the law, as provisions or explanations have been 
summarised and simplified. This document is not intended to be used, and should not be used, as professional advice. 
 
The contents of this document do not constitute financial product advice and should not be used in making a decision with respect to 
a financial product. It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not take action on the specific issues in 
reliance of this information. Taxation is only one of the matters that must be considered when making a decision on a financial 
product. Before making an investment decision, you need to consider (with or without the assistance of an advisor) whether this 
information is appropriate to your needs, objectives and circumstances. 
 
P+Y, its directors, employees and consultants expressly disclaim any and all liability to any person, whether a purchaser or not, for 
the consequences of anything done or omitted to be done by any such person relying on a part or the whole of the contents. Do not 
act on the information without first obtaining specific advice regarding your particular circumstances from P+Y. 

 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.  
 

© 2022 P+Y. This document is protected by international copyright laws.  It is for your internal use only.  Unauthorised distribution or 
reproduction of this information, or any part of it, may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the maximum 
extent possible under the law.  
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 Checklist - Planning considerations 

Income – section 1 
 Review customer/client agreements to ensure you have raised invoices in accordance with your 

contractual obligations 
 Defer raising invoices to after 30 June to lower FY2022 profit 
 Accelerate raising invoices to prior to 30 June to increase FY2022 profit 
 Review derivation, accrual, and income in advance policies 
 Review customer invoice disputes 
 Review invoices for bad debts 
 Review the impact on tax rate changes  

Deductions – section 2 
 Review expenditure and ensure you have captured all costs “incurred” in FY2022 – review 

expenditure in July and August 2022 to see if they were “incurred” in FY2021. 
 Consider expenses that you have “incurred” before 30 June 2022, however you may not receive 

the invoice until July and August of FY2022. 
 Record accrued wages and commissions 
 Record accrued staff bonuses 
 Trading stock - consider valuing at cost, market value or replacement value 
 Trading stock - identify obsolete stock 
 Perform cash counts and stocktakes 
 Review your depreciation schedules and consider scraping obsolete items 
 Review expenditure (for example, repairs and maintenance, legal costs or restructuring 

expenditure) incurred during the year to determine whether capital amounts are included. 
 Prepayments – consider bringing forward deductions by the use of prepayments. Review any 

expenditure that cover service periods that straddle 30 June 
 Review related party and service trust arrangements to ensure the charges are appropriate 
 Superannuation – consider paying contributions before 30 June 
 Realise any foreign exchange losses 

Trusts – section 3 
 Review the trust deed 
 Choose beneficiaries of the trust and document your trust distribution strategy 
 Consider how the definition of trust income may impact tax 
 Consider streaming trust income to tax preferred beneficiaries 
 Review your UPE’s, s100A and Div 7A requirements 

Companies – section 4 
 Review company constitution and shareholder’s agreements 
 Review the impact on tax rate changes 
 Consider application of loss carry back rules 
 Determine your dividend policy 
 Review your Div 7A compliance obligations 
 Review R&D projects and determine eligibility criteria – consider accelerating expenditure to be 

incurred before 30 June 

Partnerships – section 5 
 Review partnership agreements 
 Consider applying a partner salary 
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Individuals – section 6 
 Review all expenses paid during FY2022 and consider if they are work related 
 Review substantiation requirements and ensure you have the appropriate receipts and records 
 Update your motor vehicle log book 
 Prepay expenditures to accelerate deductions into FY2022 

 
Superannuation – consider paying contributions before 24 June 2022 – consider carry forward of 
unused concessional contributions 

 
Employee Share Scheme – prepare details of any ESS interests granted, vested or sold during 
FY2022 

Self managed super funds – section 7 
 Review SMSF deed and fund rules 
 Review investment strategy 
 Consider appropriateness of insurances for fund members 
 Market valuation of assets 
 Review commerciality of related party transactions, such as LRBA’s and commercial premises lease 
 Arrange for receipt of contributions before 30 June 
 Consider contribution splitting for FY2020 contributions 
 Review minimum pension requirements 
 Review estate planning and DBN 

Capital gains tax – section 8 
 Consider application of CGT concessions, exemptions and rollovers 
 Defer executing contracts until after 30 June 
 Consider realising assets with capital losses 

International transactions – section 9 
 Review transfer pricing calculations 
 Consider information required to complete Section A IDS 
 Consider foreign currency exchange rate elections 
 Consider application of Thin Cap rules 

Tax administration & integrity – section 10 
 Review all compliance and reporting obligations 
 Superannuation Guarantee – change rate to 10.5% from 1 July 2022 
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Glossary of terms 

ATI Adjusted taxable income 
ATO Australian Taxation Office 
BAS Business activity statement 
CGT Capital gains tax 
Div7A Division 7A 
DTA Double tax agreement 
ESIC Early stage investment company 
ESS Employee share scheme 
ESVCLP Early stage venture capital limited partnership 
ETP Eligible termination payment 
FBT Fringe benefits tax 
FTDT Family trust distributions tax 
FTE Family trust election 
FY2019 Financial year ended 30 June 2019 or SAP 
FY2020 Financial year ended 30 June 2020 or SAP 
FY2021 Financial year ended 30 June 2021 or SAP 
FY2022 Financial year ended 30 June 2022 or SAP 
FY2023 Financial year ended 30 June 2023 or SAP 
GST Goods and services tax 
HELP Higher Education Loan Program 
IDS International Dealings Schedule 
IEE Interposed entity election 
LITO Low Income Tax Offset 
LMITO Low and Middle Income Tax Offset 
MLS Medicare levy surcharge 
NANE Non-assessable non-exempt 
OTE Ordinary time earnings 
PAYG Pay-as-you-go 
P+Y P+Y Accountants and Business Advisors 
PSB Personal services business 
PSI Personal services income 
R&D Research and development 
SAP Substituted accounting period 
SAPTO Seniors and pensioners tax offset 
SBITO Small business income tax offset 
SBE Small business entity 
SG Superannuation guarantee 
TBR Temporary budget repair levy 
TFN Tax file number 
TOFA Taxation of financial arrangements 
UPE Unpaid present entitlement 

 
(B) – Note: all references in this report with the icon (B) related to changes announced in the 2022-23 Federal 

Budget handed down on 29th March 2022. These changes are proposed and are not yet law. These changes may 
be amended or removed as the law passes through parliament. Caution should be taken with relying on Budget 
changes until the measure has been passed as law. 
(C) – Note: the Federal Government have announced several COVID-19 stimulus measures that impact the 

taxation system. We have drawn your attention to the major considerations indicate these with the icon (C). 
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1. Income 
This section looks at your income. Tax planning mechanisms consider 
whether income is assessable or not and timing, whether such income 
should be attributed to the FY2022 income year or another financial year. 

 

General rules on income 

Income from the ordinary activities in your business being the sale of goods or services, is typically brought to 
account on an accrual basis, while passive income and personal services income are typically brought to account 
on a cash basis. 
 

Business income 

Business income is usually assessable when an invoice has been raised or where the business is legally entitled 
to the amount. All year-end trade debtor amounts are generally included in the assessable income. Taxpayers 
should also carefully review accrued income amounts to determine whether the amounts are assessable 
income at year-end. 
 

Accrued income – deferring income 

It may be possible to defer the recognition of accrued income to the following income year. Whether income 
has been derived for tax purposes may depend on the legal entitlement to the amounts at the time. Work in 
progress amounts will not generally give rise to assessable income until there is a recoverable debt. 
 
If, under a contract or arrangement, a recoverable debt exists without the need to bill the client, then the 
amount will generally be derived once the entitlement to recover arises1. Further, the accounting basis for 
accruing income can sometimes be held to be acceptable for tax purposes. As a final note, construction contract 
income may be derived on a basis other than a billings basis. 
 

Income in Advance 

Generally, if a contract or arrangement requires that the fee be paid in advance, the income is derived in the 
income year in which the work (or the part of the work) to which the fee relates is completed (even if invoiced 
prior to that time). If the client simply pays early, the fee income is generally only derived when a recoverable 
debt arises or would have arisen if the client had not paid early2. The accounting and commercial treatment of 
the income may also be relevant in determining the tax treatment. Accordingly, it is prudent to consider 
whether the income can also be recorded as "unearned" or “income in advance” under the accounting 
standards. 

Customer disputed amounts 

When accounting for income on an accruals basis, income that is subject to a dispute with the customer may 
be deferred until the dispute is settled3. This treatment should be consistently applied in the accounts of the 
taxpayer. 
 

Bad debts 

A taxpayer can only claim a deduction for a bad debt if the debt:  
1) is written off before year-end4; and 
2) has previously been included in the taxpayer's assessable income. 

 
1 Taxation Ruling TR 93/11, para 5 
2 Taxation Ruling TR 93/11, para 8 and Arthur Murray (N.S. W.) Pty. Ltd. v Federal Commissioner of Taxation [19651 HCA 58. See also 
Taxation Ruling TR 2014/1, para 5. 
3 BHP Billiton Petroleum (Bass Strait) Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation [2002] FCAFC 433 
4 TR 92/18 
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A taxpayer must keep written records to prove that such debts have been written off before year-end. However, 
it is not necessary that journal entries are physically posted before year-end. Care needs to be taken to ensure 
that the original debt is being written off (for example, issues may arise if you have capitalised the debt or 
interest into another loan). Taxpayers that carry on finance activities may wish to consider opting into the TOFA 
provisions which can also provide an appropriate treatment for bad debts in respect of "financial 
arrangements". 
 

Tax on business income 

For company taxpayers there is a change in tax rate scheduled for FY2022. This may impact decision making on 
timing and derivation of business income.  

 FY2022 and onward 
Aggregate 

turnover <$50m 
25% 

Aggregate 
turnover >$50m 

30% 

Base Rate entity 30% 
 
The tax rates for individuals are the same in FY2021 and FY2022. Individual taxpayers deriving income from an 
unincorporated business, receive a SBITO discount (capped at maximum of $1,000 per individual): 

 FY2022 and onward 
Aggregate Turnover threshold $5m 

Rate of offset 16% 
Maximum offset $1,000 

 

Construction contracts 

The ATO allows taxpayers to account for construction contract income using one of a number of methods where 
the construction activities are carried on by a taxpayer other than the land-owning taxpayer (i.e. the taxpayer 
does not hold trading stock or a revenue asset). 
 
The most common methods available are the basic approach (i.e. the billings method) and the estimated profits 
basis (i.e. the accounting method)5. While the method chosen must be applied consistently, each method can 
result in income being recognised in very different periods. Under the billings method, deductions may be 
claimed upfront while income would only be assessable once a recoverable debt is created (for example, on 
issue of an invoice). On the other hand, the estimated profits basis may recognise income over the life of the 
project as work progresses (even where no amount has been billed). 
 
In this regard, the ATO expects not only consistency of treatment for all years during which a particular contract 
runs, but consistency of treatment for all similar contracts entered into by you and by all entities that are part 
of your group. 
 

Proceeds of insurance and indemnities 

The treatment of insurance proceeds will depend on the reason for the receipt. Broadly, where they related to 
a loss of income or the loss of a revenue asset, the amounts will be ordinary income. Specific statutory 
provisions can treat these receipts as income where they relate to trading stock or where they relate to the loss 
of an amount of income6. If those provisions do not apply and the insurance proceeds relate to the loss or 
destruction of a CGT asset or a depreciating asset, the amount may be taken to constitute proceeds on the 
disposal of those assets7 . Finally, the receipt of insurance proceeds may be treated as an "assessable 
recoupment"8  

 
5 TR 2018/3 
6 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) s15-30 
7 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) s118-300 and ATO Interpretative Decision ID 2011/82 
8 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) 00-20 and s20-30 
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The provisions outlined above have their own timing rules for when insurance proceeds are to be brought to 
account. Where the loss event, claim and insurance receipt straddle year-end, you should consider the 
applicable provision closely to determine when the amount must be brought to account for tax purposes. 
 

Trust distributions 

A beneficiary is assessable on their share of the taxable (net) income of a trust when they receive an entitlement 
and not when received. Where you have received an entitlement to a trust distribution for FY2022 you should 
estimate the amount of the assessable distribution in your year-end tax planning. Where this amount is 
uncertain, you should consider contacting the trustee for an appropriate estimate. 

 

Personal services income 

PSI is income that is primarily a reward for an individual's personal efforts or skills. For example, this may include 
income from professional services9. 
 
If you are an individual, these rules can apply if you conduct your affairs in your own name or through an entity. 
If the PSI rules operate, the PSI regime may attribute income to you (even though it is earned in another entity), 
and deductions may be limited to those you could otherwise claim as if you were an employee. The PSI rules 
do not apply if you are conducting a personal services business ("PSB"). The results, unrelated clients and 
business premises tests are used to determine whether a taxpayer is conducting a PSB. 
 
Even if the PSI rules do not apply, the ATO has indicated that it could still seek to apply Part IVA where income 
from personal services is derived through a trust or company and is not "distributed" to the individual during 
the year of Income. 
 

Professional Service Firm Income 

In February 2022 the ATO released guidance10 on the taxation of income derived from professional service 
entities. The principles will apply to a wide range of professional firms including (but not limited to) engineers, 
architects, medical practitioners, consultants, accountants and lawyers. 
 
The guidance has greatest application to a ‘partner level’ person who holds equity in the practice (either 
personally or via a related party such as a family trust or spouse).  
 
The ATO proposes to apply initial gateway factors and then a risk calculation to assess the appropriateness of 
the profit allocation arrangements. If the gateway factors are not satisfied, the arrangement may automatically 
be considered high risk of an ATO review or audit. The three risk profiles that could then arise are as follows: 

• Green ‘low risk’ – should not attract the ATO’s attention 
• Amber zone ‘moderate risk’ – likely to be further analysed by the ATO 
• Red zone ‘high risk’ – likely to be subject to an ATO review or audit 

 
Director and Partners of professional service firms should structure profit allocation arrangements to achieve a 
level of personal remuneration that makes them an unattractive target for ATO compliance resources through:  

• structuring remuneration arrangements in a way that can be commercially justified, and does not look 
artificial or contrived, and 

• ensuring that the level of personal income reported by the individual/professional compares to senior 
employees in the organisation or industry. 

  

 
9 Taxation Ruling TR 2001/7 
10 PCG 2021/4 Allocation of professional firm profits 
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2. Deductions 

This section looks at your deductions. Tax planning mechanisms consider 
whether you have captured all deductions possible and timing, whether 
such deductions should be attributed to the FY2022 income year or 
another financial year. 

 

General rules of deductibility 

A taxpayer may deduct a loss or outgoing to the extent that it is incurred in gaining or producing assessable 
income or is necessarily incurred in carrying on a business for the purpose of gaining or producing assessable 
income11. The deduction will only be available to the taxpayer that actually incurred the loss or outgoing. This 
general rule creates many variables as what is necessary for one business may be different to what is necessary 
for another. 
 
Generally, a loss or outgoing will be incurred in FY2022 if an amount is actually paid or the taxpayer becomes 
definitively committed to pay an amount in that year. This is subject to the application of other provisions (for 
example, the prepayment rules). Where the general deduction rule is not satisfied, a deduction may be available 
under a specific provision. No deduction is available for expenses that are of a capital or private nature, or are 
incurred in deriving exempt income. 
 
A taxpayer must keep all relevant documentation to substantiate that the expense has been incurred. 
 

Accrued wages and Commissions 

An employer can claim a deduction for employee wages that have been incurred12. This means that if your 
payroll cycle does not exactly match a 30 June year end, you are able to claim a deduction for any wages accrued 
from the last pay run to 30 June. 
 

Bad debts 

A taxpayer can only claim a deduction for a bad debt if the debt:  
1) is written off before year-end13; and 
2) has previously been included in the taxpayer's assessable income. 

 
A taxpayer must keep written records to prove that such debts have been written off before year-end. However, 
it is not necessary that journal entries are physically posted before year-end. Care needs to be taken to ensure 
that the original debt is being written off (for example, issues may arise if you have capitalised the debt or 
interest into another loan). Taxpayers that carry on finance activities may wish to consider opting into the TOFA 
provisions which can also provide an appropriate treatment for bad debts in respect of "financial 
arrangements". 
 

Employee bonuses 

An employer can only claim a deduction for employee bonuses if the amount thereof was incurred during 
FY2022. A bonus will be incurred if the employer has definitively committed itself to the payment (for example, 
by passing a properly authorised resolution14) or by incurring a quantifiable legal liability to pay a bonus15. A 
properly executed bonus plan may bring forward deductions to FY2022. 

 
11 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) s8-1 
12 Taxation Ruling 97/7 
13 TR 92/18 
14 Taxation Ruling No. IT 2534 
15 Merrill Lynch International (Australia) Limited v Commissioner of Taxation [2001]FCA 1127 
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Employee leave entitlements 

Employee entitlements to annual leave, sick leave and long service leave are only deductible when paid and not 
when accrued. Where practical, encourage your staff to take holidays prior to 30 June. 
 

Trading stock valuation 

Businesses that buy and sell stock generally need to do a stocktake at the end of each financial year as the 
increase or decrease in the value of stock is included when calculating the taxable income of your business.  
 
If your business has an aggregated turnover below $50 million you can use the simplified trading stock rules. 
Under these rules, you can choose not to conduct a stocktake for tax purposes if the difference in value between 
the opening value of your trading stock and a reasonable estimate of the closing value of trading stock at the 
end of the income year is less than $5,000.  You will need to record how you determined the value of trading 
stock on hand. 
 
If you do need to complete a stocktake, you can choose one of three methods to value trading stock: 
 

• Cost price – all costs connected with the stock including freight, customs duty, and if manufacturing, 

labour and materials, plus a portion of fixed and variable factory overheads, etc. 

• Market selling value - the current value of the stock you sell in the normal course of business (but not at 

a reduced value when you are forced to sell it). 

• Replacement value - the price of a substantially similar replacement item in a normal market on the last 

day of the income year16. 

 
A different basis can be chosen for each class of stock or for individual items within a particular class of stock. 
This provides an opportunity to minimise the trading stock adjustment at year-end. There is no need to use the 
same method every year, you can choose the most tax effective option each year. The most obvious example 
is where the stock can be valued below its purchase price because of market conditions or damage that has 
occurred to the stock. This should give rise to a deduction even though the loss has not yet been incurred. 
 

Capital expenditure 

Expenses should be reviewed annually to determine if they are capital in nature and non-deductible. This may 
include a review of legal expenses, repairs, and maintenance expenditure, restructuring costs, equity raising 
costs and the cost of acquiring or developing capital assets. 
 
Where capital expenditure is non-deductible, you should consider whether the expenditure can be included in 
the cost base of a CGT or depreciating asset or deducted under the business blackhole expenditure provision17. 
 
Small business taxpayers (those businesses with aggregate turnover of less than $50 million) and certain entities 
not yet carrying on a business may be able to immediately deduct certain capital expenses. These expenses can 
include advisory expenses or service costs associated with a proposed structure or proposed operations, or 
payments to an Australian government agency of fees, taxes or charges relating to establishing the business or 
its operating structure.  
 
Where costs are capital (and otherwise non-deductible) consider whether the amount can be included in the 
cost base of an asset or; alternatively, deducted under the blackhole expenditure provisions either immediately 
(if the taxpayer is a small business) or over five years in other cases. 
 

 
16 IT 2670 Income tax: meaning of ‘trading stock on hand’ 
17 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) 940-880 and Taxation Ruling TR 2011/6 
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Depreciating assets 

A taxpayer can claim a deduction for the decline in value of an asset it holds if that asset is a depreciating asset 
that is used or installed ready for use for a taxable purpose over the effective life of the asset. For assets 
acquired during FY2022, the ATO provide a list of effective lives as a guide.18  
 
Taxpayers may choose to self-assess the effective life of certain intangible depreciating assets (for example, 
standard patents, registered designs, copyrights) rather than use the specified statutory effective lives. The 
choice must be made for the income year in which the taxpayer begins to hold the asset. 
 
An outright deduction can be claimed for depreciating assets costing less than $300 where they are used in an 
income producing activity that is not a business (such as home office, and rental properties). 
 
For those taxpayers operating a business all depreciating assets costing less than $1,000 can be allocated to a 
low value pool, and assets of less than $100 can be written off immediately. In reviewing your year-end 
deductions, there are a number of concessions that may bring forward deductions. See section below on 
“Instant asset write off”. 

 

Tax depreciation incentives 

Temporary full expensing -  Instant asset write off   -  Backing business investment 
 
There have been several changes to the instant asset rules. It is important to identify when the asset was 
purchased and when it was installed and ready for use. Instant writes are available for the acquisition of assets 
and where the balance of a “small business depreciation pool” is below the following thresholds: 
 
Purchased between 6 October 2020 and 30 June 2023, and installed and ready for use before 30 June 2023. 

 Cost threshold Turnover threshold 
New assets No limit <$5 billion 

Second hand assets No limit <$50 million 
Small business pool No limit <$10 million 

Small business depreciation 
pool No limit <$10 million 

 

Taxpayers can choose not to apply the temporary full expensing rules to specific assets, although this choice is 
not currently available to small business entities that choose to apply the simplified depreciation rules for 
FY2022. 
 

Capitalised internal labour costs 

The ATO holds the view that direct labour costs incurred by a taxpayer constructing an asset should be 
capitalised in a manner consistent with AASB 116 Property, plant and equipment19. 

 

Commercial websites 

A commercial website is considered an intangible asset that a taxpayer uses for the purposes of conducting its 
business. The ATO highlights that periodic outgoings relating to minor modifications to website functionality 
can potentially be deductible under the general deduction provisions20. 
 
Conversely, enhancements and significant upgrades may be considered to be capital in nature. 
 

 
18 Taxation Ruling TR 2021/3 
19 ATO Interpretative Decision ATO ID 2011/43 
20 Taxation Ruling TR 2016/3 
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Expenditure on acquiring or developing a new or existing website (or a payment to secure and use a domain 
name) may also be capital. It is noted that expenditure which is not immediately deductible may be deductible 
under the capital allowance regime. 

 

Prepayments 

A taxpayer who prepays expenditure is generally not entitled to an upfront deduction (unless the amount is 
regarded as "excluded expenditure"). Instead, prepaid expenditure is apportioned over the shorter of 10 years 
or the period during which the services are to be provided ("the eligible service period"). 
 
Excluded expenditure includes:  

1) expenditure that is less than $1,000 (GST exclusive); 
2) amounts that are required to be paid pursuant to a law or court order; 
3) payments that are for salary or wages under a contract of service; and 
4) it is of a capital, private or domestic nature21. 

  
Special rules apply to individuals and SBE’s that may permit an upfront deduction where the eligible service 
period is no more than 12 months. The SBE threshold is turnover of $50 million (which includes turnover of 
certain related parties) for FY2022. 
 

Service and management fees to associated entities 

Service and management fees paid to associated service entities may not always be deductible because; 
• The fees may be considered excessive; 
• The service entity has not performed the services independently of the taxpayer; 
• The arrangements may make no commercial business sense; 
• The services may not have been actually delivered; 
• There is no documentation of a management or service agreement; or 
• The documents or arrangements are put in place after year-end22. 

 
The ATO has set out guidelines relating to the deductibility of service fees in professional practices23. You should 
consider the deductibility of service and management fees paid/incurred to related entities prior to year-end.  
 

Superannuation expenses 

An employer must contribute to a complying superannuation fund before year-end in order to obtain a tax 
deduction for superannuation contributions. The contribution must be paid and cleared in the bank account 
before 30 June to claim a tax deduction24. This will mean that payments should be made by 23 June to allow 
sufficient time for electronic banking mechanisms to process before 30 June. 
 
Each individual has caps on the amount of contributions that can be made by them or for them each year before 
tax penalties are applied. The base annual concessional contribution cap for FY2022 income year is $27,500 
which will include any employer contributions and SG obligations. 
 
Those of you who utilise the services of a superannuation clearing house may need to allow more time for the 
payments to process. When utilising the ATO Small Business Superannuation Clearing House (SBSCH) the above 
rule applies and contributions are deductible when the contribution is paid and cleared in your bank account. 
When utilising any other clearing house the contribution will only be deductible when the super fund receives 
the payment. As a result we would recommend that you allow 8 – 10 days for the payment to be processed. 
 
The SG contribution rate for FY2022 is 10%, and for FY2023 is 10.5%, of an employee's "ordinary time earnings" 
("OTE"). An employer does not have to make SG contributions in respect of employee's salary over a “maximum 

 
21 Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) s82KZL 
22 Taxation Ruling TR 2006/2 
23 ATO website: Your service entity arrangements 
24 Taxation Ruling TR 2010/1 
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salary base". For FY2022, the maximum salary base is $58,920 per quarter. Please note, to meet your SG 
requirements the payment must be made within 28 days after the quarter, however you are only able to claim 
a deduction when paid. Therefore, you may consider making payment for the June SG commitment before the 
end of June. 
 
Note as at the date of writing the report the maximum contribution for FY2023 has not been released. 
 
In FY2020 the ATO introduced a new system which allows taxpayers to carry forward any of their $25,000 
concessional cap that was not used in a prior year. This may allow a taxpayer to make a contribution of greater 
than $27,500 in FY2022, by utilising an unused concessional cap from FY2019, FY2020 or FY2021. This unused 
cap is available to a superannuation member with a balance of less than $500,000 at 1 July 2021. 
 

Related party deductions 

Where a tax planning opportunity gives rise to a differential in the timing of income and deductions between 
two related parties, you need to consider the application of special integrity provisions. These provisions may 
deny deductions for certain prepaid expenditure or may deny deductions where the income is not brought to 
account in the same year as the deduction is claimed25. 

 

Technology costs and Digital adoption 

An income tax deduction of 120% (i.e. a deduction of $120 for every $100 spent) will be available for the cost 
incurred by business expenses and depreciating assets that support a business’ digital adoption, such as 
portable payment devices, cyber security systems or subscriptions to cloud-based services.  
 
Expenditure incurred after 29 March 2022 until 30 June 2023 will qualify for the deduction uplift. An annual cap 
will apply in each qualifying income year so that expenditure up to $100,000 will be eligible for the boost.  
 
The boost for eligible expenditure incurred by 30 June 2022 will be claimed in the FY2023 tax return (i.e. the 
additional 20%). The boost for eligible expenditure “incurred” between 1 July 2022 and 30 June 2023 will also 
be included in the FY2023 tax return. 

  

 
25 Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) s82KK 
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3. Trusts  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to trusts. 
 

Review of trust deeds 

The ATO has had several high profile wins against taxpayers and the utilisation of trusts. Many of these wins 
have come about via the incorrect application of the provisions in the trust deed. You should review the trust 
deed, on an annual basis, to ensure that the terms of the deed are being complied with.  
 
The deed of the trust should also be reviewed to confirm the following: 

• vesting date of the trust 
• definition of income of the trust 
• ability to stream income 
• eligibility and identification of all beneficiaries 
• when written declarations or resolutions are required to make trust decisions 

 
You may also wish to review distribution clauses to ensure they are appropriate for FY2022. There is still time 
to amend the trust deed (if required) prior to 30 June. The ATO has acknowledged that a resettlement is unlikely 
to occur if an amendment to the trust deed is made pursuant to a power under the deed26. 
 

Trustee resolutions 

Trustees must make income distribution resolutions by the end of an income year (i.e. 30 June), or earlier if 
required by the trust deed, to ensure that the desired beneficiaries are presently entitled to trust income and 
avoid trustee assessments at 47%. 
 
In preparing resolutions, you are not required to have fully documented the trustee resolution by 30 June unless 
otherwise required by the trust deed. However, the ATO will expect that you are able to evidence decisions 
made by the trustee. This can be done by way of rough notes, meeting with P+Y, or other documents prepared 
(such as budgets, spreadsheets, mapping documents). 
 

Meaning of income of the trust 

The taxable income of a trust is allocated to beneficiaries based on their respective entitlements to the 
“income" of the trust for trust purposes. The way in which a trust deed defines income, as well as the accounting 
treatment of the trust income, can be critical in determining how taxable income is allocated to beneficiaries. 
 
The accounting profit of the trust will not necessarily equate to the “income" of the trust. You need to consider 
whether accounting amounts should be included or excluded from your calculation (for example, revaluation 
or devaluation amounts) by having regard to your resolutions and trust deed. 
 
It is critically important that you consider the meaning of income in your trust deed, in order to properly 
understand the tax impact of resolutions by your trust. The ability to choose how income is defined in FY2022 
provides many planning opportunities and can influence the efficient flow of franking credits and capital gains. 

 
26 ATO Decision Impact Statement: Commissioner of Taxation v David Clark: Commissioner of Taxation v Helen Clark and Taxation 
Determination TD 2012/21 
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Distribution of timing differences (unit trusts) 

If a unitholder receives a distribution of trust income for FY2022 and the distribution exceeds the trust's 
(taxable) net income for that year, the cost base of the unit is required to be reduced by that difference27. If the 
cost base has been exhausted, a capital gain may arise as a result of such distribution28. 
 
One possible way to avoid this problem is to define income in the trust deed as being equal to "taxable income". 
This helps to ensure that the trust only distributes taxable amounts (and that there are no timing differences). 

 

Trust to company distributions 

The Division 7A implications of a trust making distributions to a corporate beneficiary and leaving those trust 
distributions unpaid (i.e. as unpaid present entitlements) must not be ignored.  
 
While doing your tax planning ensure that you have considered Division 7A when distributing trust income to a 
corporate beneficiary, and ensure that you have complied with all Division 7A requirements for prior year 
unpaid present entitlements. 
 

Trust streaming 

Most trust deeds contain provisions that allow the trustee to make a beneficiary entitled to certain types of 
income, such as capital gains, dividend income and other franked distributions. In creating the specific 
entitlement, there is a requirement that written documentation be in place by 30 June for franked distributions 
and 31 August for capital gains. Where a deed does not contain specific streaming powers, you may need to 
consider amending the trust deed before year-end. 
 

Distributing to adult children, relatives and family companies - s100A reimbursement 

agreements 

In February/March 2022 the ATO has released it' long-awaited draft ruling, guidelines and taxpayer alert29 
relating to trust distributions that have associated “reimbursement agreements”. Generally, these 
arrangements involve trust distributions to low taxed family members, such as adult children (e.g. university 
students) or grandparents, or family companies where the benefit of the distribution is diverted away from the 
beneficiary, who pays tax on the income, to another family member that would have otherwise paid the tax at 
a higher rate. 
 
This ATO communication provides an update on the ATO’s position last provided in 201430. The new guidance 
material provides some additional examples of the types of transactions/dealings that would attract a higher 
level of ATO scrutiny and does not necessarily signal any changes in the ATO’s original position. What this guide 
may signal is a renewed focus by the ATO to enforce the principles and perhaps to identify targets upon which 
test cases may be run to obtain further judicial guidance. 
 
The main principles that P+Y take from this guidance is: 

• the distribution of income should be mirrored with the actual payment of cash to that beneficiary or 
payment of expenses for the benefit of that beneficiary 

• the ATO have made several distinctions between what expenses are those associated with parenting 
versus those expenses which could be considered to be to the benefit of a beneficiary (i.e. school fee 
are parent expenses, not to the benefit of the beneficiary) 

 
27 ATO Interpretative Decision ATO ID 2012/63 
28  CGT event E4 or CGT event E10 
29 TD 2022/D1, TR 2022/D1, PCG 2022/D1 and TA 2022/1 
30 ATO Publication Trust taxation – reimbursement agreement 
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• ATO have provided guidance that where a trust appoints a percentage of income, rather than a fixed 
dollar amount, to a family company, the implications of Div 7A will occur earlier than any previous 
approach 

 

Flowing franking credits through a trust 

Where a trust holds shares that were acquired after 31 December 1997, franking credits can only be passed 
through to a beneficiary of the trust if the beneficiary is a qualified person (unless one of the exceptions noted 
below applies). This generally requires that both the trust and the beneficiary satisfy the 45-day holding period 
test (or 90 days for certain preferred equities)  
 
Exceptions to the 45-day holding period test include:  

1) a small individual exclusion (i.e. if the beneficiary is an individual and the total franking credit tax 
offsets claimed by that person do not exceed $5,000 for the income year); 

2) an exception for fixed trusts; 
3) an exception for trusts that have made an FTE where the beneficiary is part of the family group; and 
4) deceased estates. 

 
If the trust has not made an FTE, consider whether such an election is required if the trust has derived franked 
distributions for the year. 
 

Injection of income into a trust 

A trust may not be able to apply its losses or deductions to income that is injected into the trust by an outsider 
to the trust. An injection may involve another trust distributing income to the relevant trust. 
 
Where a trust has not made an FTE or an interposed entity election ("IEE"), all entities (other than the trustee 
and persons with fixed entitlements in the trust) are considered outsiders to the trust. Where there are multiple 
trusts in the group, it is very easy to breach the income injection test. For example, it has been held that not 
charging interest on an UPE is sufficient to breach the rules to deny deductions to the trust31. 
 
As the rules can generally be overcome by making an FTE or an IEE, you should consider whether an FTE or IEE 
should be made by the relevant trusts. The consequence of making an FTE or IEE is that the trust can only 
distribute to members of the family group (as defined).  
 

Injection of income into a loss company 

The injection of income into a loss company may be subject to special income injection rules, which can deny 
deductions for the tax losses. The ATO are currently examining these arrangements where there are timing 
differences (i.e. taxable income distributed to the loss company is greater than the cash distribution), even 
where the loss company is owned by a member of the family group under an FTE. 
 
If the trust is distributing taxable income to a loss company, care needs to be taken where the taxable 
distribution exceeds the amount of cash to be distributed to the company. 
 

Distributing income to a superannuation fund 

Income derived by a SMSF as a beneficiary of a discretionary trust is non-arm's length income, as are dividends 
paid to an SMSF by a private company (unless the dividend is consistent with an arm's length dealing). Non-
arm's length income is taxed at 47%. 
 

Trust distributions to exempt entities 

Specific anti-avoidance rules apply to prevent exempt beneficiaries being used to inappropriately reduce the 
amount of tax payable on the taxable income of a trust: 

 
31 Corporate Initiatives Pty Ltd & Ors v FC of T [2005] FCAFC 62 
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• An exempt entity that has not been notified of its present entitlement to income of trust estate within 
two months after year-end will be treated as if it was not presently entitled to that amount. This will 
generally result in the trustee being liable to pay tax on the relevant distribution32. 

• Where an exempt entity's share of the taxable income of a trust estate exceeds a prescribed 
benchmark percentage, the excess will be (generally) taxable to the trustee. This rule is aimed at 
preventing an exempt entity from receiving a disproportionate share of the trust's taxable income 
relative to the exempt entity's actual entitlement under the trust deed, for example, where an exempt 
entity receives 100% of the taxable income of a trust yet only receives 1% of the actual economic 
benefits of the trust33. 

 

Tax file number withholding and trustee reporting 

Beneficiaries must quote their TFNs to trustees prior to receiving or becoming entitled to trust distributions. 
The consequences of non-compliance can be a 98% tax rate, being withholding at 49% and a penalty at 49%. In 
addition, the trustee must report the beneficiary's TFN to the ATO within one month after the end of the quarter 
(if the trustee has not previously reported the TFN), being 31 July for the current year. 
 
Accordingly, it is absolutely critical that trust resolutions are completed by 30 June and new beneficiaries advise 
the trustee of their TFN. 
 
 

  

 
32 Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) s100AA 
33 Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) s100AB 
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4. Companies  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to 
companies. 

 

Tax rates 

For FY2022, two rates of Australian corporate tax can apply. Corporate tax entities that carry on business and 
have an aggregated turnover (inclusive of certain related entities) of less than $50 million can be subject to tax 
at a rate of 25%34. All other corporate tax entities will be subject to corporate tax of 30%.  
 
The corporate tax rate for FY2021 has been proposed to decrease to 25%35. 
 
A company that does not carry on any business would not qualify for the reduced rate regardless of the level 
of its income. These entities are known as base rate entities. 
 
In addition to this companies that do carry on a business however have more than 80% of their income from 
passive sources, such as; dividends other than non-portfolio dividends, franking credits on such dividends, non-
share dividends, interest income (some exceptions apply), royalties and rent, gains on qualifying securities, net 
capital gains, income from trusts or partnerships, to the extent it is referable (either directly or indirectly) to an 
amount that is otherwise base rate entity passive income, will also not qualify for the reduced tax rate. 
 

 FY2021 FY2022 and onward 
Aggregate 

turnover <$50m 
26% 25% 

Aggregate 
turnover >$50m 

30% 30% 

Base Rate entity 30% 30% 
 
 

Loss Carry-Back Scheme 

 
Companies with an aggregated turnover of less than $5 billion will be able to carry back losses from FY2020, 
YF2021, FY2022 and FY2023 to offset previously taxed profits in the FY2019, FY2020, FY2021 and FY2022. 
 
Tax losses can be applied against taxed profits in a previous year, generating a refundable tax offset in the year 
in which the loss is made. The amount carried back can be no more than the earlier taxed profits, limiting the 
refund by the company’s tax liabilities in the profit years. Further, the carry back cannot generate a franking 
account deficit meaning that the refund is further limited by the company’s franking account balance.  
 
The tax refund will be available on election by eligible businesses when they lodge their FY2021, FY2022 and 
FY2023 tax returns. Companies that do not elect to carry back losses can still carry losses forward as normal.  
 
This measure will interact with the Government’s announcement to extend full expensing of investments in 
depreciating assets for another year. The new investment will generate significant tax losses in some cases 
which can then be carried back to generate cash refunds for eligible companies. 
 
These new measures present significant planning opportunities for companies and it will become vitally 
important that small business owners obtain quality tax planning advice so they can accurately plan for tax in 
FY2022, in light of the new measures. 

 
34 Treasury Laws Amendment (Enterprise Tax Plan) Bill 2016 
35 Treasury Laws Amendment (Enterprise Tax Plan) Bill 2016 
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Declaration of dividends 

A company may only pay a dividend if each of the following three tests are satisfied: 
1) Balance sheet test – the company’s assets exceed its liabilities immediately before the dividend is 

declared and the excess is sufficient for the payment of the dividend, 
2) Fair to shareholders – the payment of the dividend is fair and reasonable to the company’s 

shareholders as a whole, and 
3) No material prejudice to creditors – the payment of the dividend does not materially prejudice the 

company’s ability to pay its creditors36. 
 
It is prudent to document all dividend declarations in a resolution. At the same time you may consider whether 
there are any provisions in the company constitution and/or shareholder agreements that deal with how and 
when a dividend can be declared. 
 
For taxation purposes, a dividend cannot be franked if it is sourced (directly or indirectly) from share capital. 
This has created some significant uncertainty where an entity has current year profits but there are prior year 
losses (or alternatively, prior year profits and current year losses). 
 
The ATO has provided safe harbours where a company creates a separate profit reserve before signing off its 
financial statements37. This can help to ensure that the profits are isolated from losses. Other options include 
appropriately drafted minutes and notes to the signed accounts. 
 

Franked dividends — maximum franking credits 

When declaring a dividend for FY2022, you will need to determine the maximum franking credits that can be 
attached to the dividend. The franking percentage for FY2022 is worked out having regard to the entity's FY2021 
appropriate tax rate, aggregate turnover for FY2021, and whether it was a base rate entity in either FY2022 or 
FY2022, i.e. 30% or 25%. 
 
Some companies may have franking account balances that have accumulated over time and will reflect prior 
company tax rates. It is important to consider how these credits can be utilised in an efficient manner. 
 

Franked dividends — franking deficits 

While a company can account for franking credits expected to arise by 30 June in determining the extent to 
which a distribution is franked, care is needed to ensure that this does not create a franking deficit. Some key 
items that should be considered before year-end include the following: 

• Generally the current year fourth quarter PAYG instalment cannot be included in the current year 
franking account. However, you can include the prior year fourth quarter PAYG instalment. 

• Ensure that you have taken into account any refunds or final tax payments made during the year. 
• Make sure that you have removed penalties and interest amounts that may have been included 

in the relevant assessments issued for the year. 
• Ensure that franked dividends and distributions received during the income year have been 

included in calculating your franking account balance. 
• Any refund received within three months of year-end should be taken into account to determine 

if the year-end balance is a deficit. 

 

Debt vs equity 

Companies must apply the debt/equity tax rules when classifying debt and equity that they have issued. 
Generally, returns paid by a company on debt interests are deductible, while returns on equity interests are not 
deductible, but may be frankable. 

 
36 The Corporations Amendment (Corporate Reporting Reform) Act 2010 (Cth) replaces section 254T of the Corporations Act. 
37 TR 2012/5 
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Loan funding provided to a company, but not placed on fixed repayment terms (so called "at-call loans"), can 
possibly be treated as equity for tax purposes under the debt/equity tax provisions, unless the company’s GST 
turnover is less than $20 million (and certain other conditions are satisfied). 
 

Division 7A 

Div 7A provisions are directed to tax drawings for a private company. The provisions operate to deem an 
unfranked dividend in circumstances where a private company has provided financial accommodation directly 
or indirectly to a shareholder or their associate. The extent of the deemed dividend is limited to the private 
company's distributable surplus. 
 
Div 7A legislation is complex and we suggest that you seek advice from P+Y to find out how best to manage 
your Div 7A exposure prior to 30 June. 
 
Where a private company pays an amount, makes a loan or forgives a debt owed by a shareholder or their 
associate (and ex-associate in some cases) a Div 7A deemed dividend may arise. A company’s assets (for 
example, a holiday house or company yacht) for private purposes at less than their market value can also 
constitute a payment.  
 
Converting the arrangement to a Div 7A complying loan agreement can help to mitigate the Div 7A exposure 
on such arrangements. A complying loan generally needs to be repaid over seven years, with interest charged 
at the benchmark interest rate. The term of the loan can be extended to 25 years where real property is 
provided as security for the loan. 
 
While doing your tax planning ensure that you have considered Div 7A and ensure that you have complied with 
all Div 7A requirements for prior year including minimum repayment commitments.  It may be possible to satisfy 
this requirement by offsetting amounts owing by the company to you, or by way of payment of a dividend prior 
to year-end. 
 
In October 2018, the ATO released a Consultation Paper which highlighted that the ATO wants to include pre 
16 December 2009 loans and UPE’s to be within the Division 7A scope. Previously these amounts have been 
quarantined. The Consultation Paper brings this UPE to within the ambit of Division 7A. As a transition 
mechanism the ATO have suggested that their approach would be to allow an extension to the normal Division 
7A terms and allow the repayment of this UPE over 10 years. 
 
Due to the uncertainty created by COVID-19, the ATO has deferred the proposed start date for these changes 
from 1 July 2020 to the income year commencing on or after the date of Royal Assent of the enabling legislation. 
It is noted that an exposure draft has not been released, nor has a bill dealing with the changes been introduced 
into Parliament therefore the start date and application of this legislation is difficult to ascertain. 
Notwithstanding this, it is important to be aware of the proposed changes when undertaking tax planning. 
 

Deductions for losses and bad debts 

Companies that are seeking to utilise prior year losses or deduct bad debts in FY2022 must satisfy certain tests 
first. 
 
Continuity of ownership test 
A company can deduct carry forward losses and bad debts if the entity passes the continuity of ownership test 
i.e. where it has maintained the same majority ownership from the start of the loss year to the end of the 
utilisation year with regard to shares carrying more than 50% of entitlements to dividends, capital and voting 
rights.  
 
Same business test 
Where the continuity of ownership test is not satisfied, the same business test must be applied. It is noted that 
the ATO takes a very stringent view on what constitutes maintaining the same business. 
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Similar business test 
For losses incurred on or after 1 July 2015 the “similar business test” 38 will allow businesses (and certain trusts) 
to access losses following a change in ownership where its business, while not the same, is similar having regard 
to:  

• the extent to which the assets that are used in its current business to generate assessable income 
were also used in its former business to generate assessable income,  

• the extent to which the activities and operations from which its current business generated 
assessable income were also the activities and operations from which its former business 
generated assessable income 

• the identity of its current business and the identity of its former business 
• the extent to which any changes to the former business resulted from the development or 

commercialisation of assets, products. 
 

Research and development 

To be eligible for the R&D Tax Incentive you must: 
• be a company that is liable to pay income tax in Australia 
• conduct at least one activity that meets the definition of a core R&D activity 
• have eligible annual expenditure exceeding $20,000 

o expenditure on R&D activities 
o decline in value of depreciation assets used for R&D activities 
o a balancing adjustment for depreciation assets used for R&D activities 

 
 

 FY2022 

Aggregate 
turnover 

<$20 m 
>$20 m 

(deduction <2% of 
total expenses 

>$20 m 
(deduction >2% 

of total expenses 

Offset rate 43.5% 
8.5% above 

corporate tax rate 

16.5% above 
corporate tax 

rate 
Company tax 

rate 
25% 25% 25% or 30% 

Net Benefit 18.5% 8.5% 16.5% 
Offset type Refundable Non-refundable Non-refundable 
Refundable 

limit 
No limit N/A N/A 

 
 

 

  

 
38 Treasury Laws Amendment (2017 Enterprise Incentives No 1) Act 2019 
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5. Partnerships  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to 
partnerships. 

 

Varying a partner’s share of profits 

Where a partnership exists at common law (i.e. where partners are carrying on a business together), it may be 
possible to vary the distribution of partnership profits between the partners on a yearly basis, or on a 
permanent basis under the terms of a partnership agreement. The ATO accepts that an agreement by the 
partners of a partnership to allow a partner to draw a 'partnership salary' is a contractual agreement among 
the partners to vary the interests of the partners in the partnership (and thus the partnership's taxable [net] 
income) between the partners. However, for such an agreement to be effective for tax purposes for an income 
year, the agreement must be entered into before the end of that income year39  

  

 
39 Taxation Ruling TR 2005/7 
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6. Individuals  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to 
individuals. 

 

Tax rates for FY2022 

The following table outlines the tax rates that apply to individuals for FY2022 and future years. 
 
Residents 

Tax Rate FY2022 to FY2024 FY2025 onward 
0% Nil - $18,200 Nil - $18,200 

19% $18,201 - $45,000 $18,201 - $45,000 
30%  $45,001 - $200,000 

32.5% $45,001 - $120,000  
37% $120,001 - $180,000  
45% > $180,000 > $200,000 

 
 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 

LMITO 
Up to 

$1,500 (B) 
- - - 

LITO Up to $700 
 

Non-residents FY2022 to FY2024 
Taxable Income  Tax payable 
0 - $120,000 32.5% 
$120,001 - $180,000 $39,000 + 37% of excess over $90,000 
>$180,001 $61,200 + 45% over $180,000 

Non-residents FY2025 
Taxable Income  Tax payable 
0 - $200,000 30% 
>$200,001 $60,000 + 45% over $200,000 

 
Minors (other income) 

Taxable Income  Tax payable 
0 - $416 Nil 
$417 - $1,307 Nil + 66% of excess over $417 
>$1,308 $587.40 + 45% over $1,308 of income 

that is not excepted income 
 
Medicare levy 
A Medicare levy of 2% is generally payable by resident individuals with taxable income above $23,365, or 
$39,402 for families, $36,925 if you also qualify for SAPTO) for FY2022.  
 
 
Medicare levy surcharge 
If a resident individual does not have appropriate private health insurance, a Medicare levy surcharge ("MLS") 
of up to 1.5% may apply depending on the resident individual's taxable income. Non-resident and certain 
temporary resident individuals are not required to pay the Medicare levy or the MLS. The rates for the MLS for 
FY2022 are. 
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 Base tier Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 
Singles $90,000 or less $90,001 - 

$105,000 
$105,001 - 
$140,000 

$140,001 or 
more 

Families $180,000 or less $180,001 - 
$210,000 

$210,001 - 
$280,000 

$280,001 or 
more 

Surcharge 0.0% 1.0% 1.25% 1.5% 
 
 

Work expenses and substantiation 

Specific substantiation requirements must be met in order to deduct work expenses of more than $300. 
Expenses covered by certain allowances are not included in the $300 threshold. The ATO accepts a wide range 
of documents as written records of your claim, including paper or electronic copies of documents (such as 
invoices, receipts or delivery notes), statements from financial institutions (such as credit card statements), 
BPAY receipt numbers, PAYG payment summaries and warranty documents. 
 

Work expenses (using myPY App). 

P+Y has a free App called myPY, which allows our clients to record income, deductions and expenses, vehicle 
trips, and keep photos of your invoices and receipts. This is a handy tool to keep your tax records in one place 
and to ensure that you legitimately maximise your deductions and claims. 

 
 

Work-related car expenses 

For FY2022, there are only two methods for the calculating the tax deduction available for motor vehicles:  
1) the cents per km method (business use of up to 5,000 km at a rate of 68c per km); and 
2) the logbook method. 

 
For the cents per km method, no substantiation of expenses is required. However, you need to show how you 
have calculated the business km. Full substantiation is required of all expenses for the logbook method, 
including odometer readings. Appropriate estimates can be used for fuel rather than receipts. This can be done 
by estimating the fuel used for the year based on the engine type and litres used per 100km.  
 

Work-related travel expenses 

Work-related travel expenses can include meals, accommodation, and incidental expenses you incurred while 
away overnight for work (for example, attending an interstate work conference). Generally, if your travel did 
not involve an overnight stay, you cannot claim for meals. The ATO has published reasonable travel and 
overtime meal allowance expense amounts that can be used for FY202240. 
 
Other travel expenses you may be able to claim include work-related expenses for (but not limited to): air, bus, 
train, tram and taxi fares; car-hire fees; and the costs you actually incur (such as fuel costs) when using a 
borrowed car. 
 

 
40 Taxation Determination TD 2021/6 
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You may be required to keep travel records if your travel involves being away from your ordinary residence for 
six or more consecutive nights. Travel expenses should be reduced to exclude any private portion of your trip. 
Costs incurred in travelling from your home to your workplace are generally not deductible other than in limited 
circumstances (such as if you need to carry bulky tools or equipment that you used for work and can't leave it 
at your workplace). However, you can claim travel between two separate places of employment. 
 

Work-related clothing, laundry and cleaning expenses 

You can claim a deduction for the cost of buying or cleaning occupation-specific clothing, protective clothing or 
unique, distinctive uniforms. More specifically, you can claim deductions for (but not limited to): 

• Clothing and footwear that you wear to protect yourself from the risk of illness or injury posed 
by your income earning activities or the environment in which you are required to carry them 
out; 

• A uniform, either compulsory or non-compulsory, that is unique and distinctive to the 
organisation you work for; 

• Clothing that is specific to your occupation, is not every day in nature and would allow the 
public to easily recognise your occupation; and 

• Costs of washing, drying and ironing eligible work clothes, or having them dry cleaned. 
 
However, you cannot claim the cost of purchasing or cleaning a plain uniform, ordinary clothes you wear for 
work that may also protect you (for example, everyday shoes), and clothes you bought to wear for work that 
are not specific to your occupation. The ATO publishes industry guidelines to help assist you with your claims 
for work-related clothing deduction. You should review and consider the specific industry guidelines for your 
profession. 
 

Self-education expenses 

Self-education expenses are expenses that you incur when you undertake a course to obtain a formal 
qualification. These expenses are deductible where the course has sufficient connection to your current 
employment and maintain or improve the specific skills or knowledge you require in your current employment 
or result in, or likely to result in, an increase in your income from your current employment. 
 
It is important to note that there are limitations on the deductions for self-education expenses incurred in 
relation to certain government supported higher education placements. In addition, for FY2022 deductions for 
self-education expenses may need to be reduced by $250 in some circumstances41 (note this $250 deduction 
limit will be removed for FY2023 (B). 

 

Home office expenses 

The ATO now divide home office expenditure into 2 categories, being occupancy costs and running costs42. 
 
Occupancy costs include, rent, mortgage, insurance, land tax, body corporate levies and rates. You can only 
claim the work-related proportion of your occupancy expenses in two very limited circumstances where: 

• the space in the home is a place of business, and not suitable for domestic use – for example, a 
doctor or dentist surgery or a hairdresser studio in the home 
• no other work location is provided to an employee by an employer and the employee is required 
to dedicate part of their home to their employer's business as an office – you can claim the portion of these 
costs that relate to a clearly identified place of business. 
 

Running costs include phone and internet, computer, and office equipment. You are able to claim based on a 
set rate of 52 cents per hour, or calculate your actual expenses. The deduction for actual expenses is usually 
apportioned between a work and private portions and the dissection is aimed to calculate the additional costs 
that you have incurred as a result of having a home office. 

 
41 Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) s82A(1) 
42 PS LA 2001/6 
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The ATO has provided administrative guidance around substantiation of phone and interest expense claims. To 
substantiate claims you are required to maintain records for a 4 week period of each year to establish a 
representative usage. The records may include diary entries, electronic records, or dissection of bills.  
 
For FY2022 the ATO has announced a temporary simplified short cut method to make it easier for individual 
taxpayers to claim deductions for additional running expenses incurred (e.g., additional heating, cooling, and 
lighting costs), as a result of working from home due to COVID-19 work arrangements and public health 
directives. 
 
The ATO will allow individuals to claim a deduction for all running expenses incurred during FY2022, based on 
a rate of 80 cents for each hour an individual carries out genuine work duties from home. This is an alternative 
method to claiming home running expenses under existing arrangements, which generally require an analysis 
of specific running expenses incurred and more onerous record-keeping. 
 
The 80 cents per hour method is designed to cover all deductible running expenses associated with working 
from home and incurred, including the following: 

• Electricity expenses associated with heating, cooling and lighting the area at home which is being 

used for work. 

• Cleaning costs for a dedicated work area. 

• Phone and internet expenses. 

• Computer consumables (e.g., printer paper and ink) and stationery. 

• Depreciation of home office furniture and furnishings (e.g., an office desk and a chair). 

• Depreciation of home office equipment (e.g., a computer and a printer). 

This means that, under the 80 cents per hour method, separate claims cannot be made for any of the above 
running expenses (including depreciation of work-related furniture and equipment). As a result, using the 80 
cents per hour method could result in a claim for running expenses being lower than a claim under existing 
arrangements (including the existing 52 cents per hour method for certain running expenses). 
Furthermore, according to the ATO’s announcement, under the 80 cents per hour method: 

a) there is no requirement to have a separate or dedicated area at home set aside for working (e.g. 

a private study); 

b) multiple people living in the same house could claim under this method (e.g., a couple living 

together could each individually claim running expenses they have incurred while genuinely 

working from home, based on the 80 cents per hour method); and 

c) an individual will only be required to keep a record of the number of hours worked from home 

as a result of the Coronavirus, during the above period. This record can include time sheets, diary 

entries/notes or even rosters. 

Work-related expenses you cannot claim 

There are a number of expenses associated with your work that you cannot claim. Typically, these include the 
following types of expenses: 

• Travel between your home and your workplace; 
• Expenses for a uniform consisting of conventional clothing; 
• Self-education expenses where the course does not have sufficient connection to your current 

employment; 
• Entertainment (for example, buying a meal for a client or colleague); 
• Fines or penalties; 
• Child care expenses; and 
• Fees paid to social clubs 
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Investments in ESVCLPs and ESICs - Tax offsets 

There are two incentives that can directly reduce your tax payable for FY2022 by way of a carry forward non-
refundable tax offset. 
 
The first is a tax offset equal to 10% for eligible contributions made by a limited partner to an ESVCLP. The 
second is a tax offset equal to 20% for the value of an investment in an ESIC (subject to a maximum offset of 
$200,000). It is noted that where a discretionary trust is used to invest into the ESVCLP or ESIC, the trust may 
be able to allocate the tax offset to investors on a discretionary basis. 
 
While these provisions are primarily aimed at sophisticated investors, certain non-founding non-sophisticated 
investors are able to access the concessions but limited to investments of up to $50,000. Investors in an eligible 
ESIC or ESVCLP may also be able to disregard certain capital gains realised on the disposal of shares or interests 
respectively (but also have to disregard certain capital losses)  
 

Prepaying expenses 

Prepaying expenses can be an effective way of reducing taxable income for an income year. Prepaid expenses 
may be deductible upfront if the eligible service period does not end later than 12 months after year-end. 
 

Salary sacrifice arrangements 

A salary sacrifice arrangement occurs where an employee agrees to forego part of their future remuneration in 
return for the employer or someone associated with the employer providing benefits of a similar value. 
Examples may include superannuation contributions, the provision of motor vehicles and the payment of school 
fees, childcare costs or loan repayments. 
 
A valid salary sacrifice agreement must be entered into before the services have been performed and 
everything has been done by the employee in earning the entitlement to the salary or wages. Where the salary 
sacrifice agreement is invalid, this will mean that the original income will be that of the employee and the 
employer will have a PAYG obligation, as well as other associated obligations (for example, superannuation 
guarantee charges). 
 
From 1 January 2020, new rules came into effect to ensure that an employee’s salary sacrifice contributions 
cannot be used to reduce the amount of superannuation guarantee (SG) paid by the employer. 
 

Superannuation expenses 

Following the removal of the “substantially self-employed” test, an employee can now make deductible 
contributions direct to their superannuation fund rather than via a salary sacrifice arrangement. 
 
Each individual has caps on the amount of contributions that can be made by them or for them each year before 
tax penalties are applied. The base annual concessional contribution cap for FY2022 income year is $27,500 
which will include any employer contributions and SG obligations. 
 
The contribution must be paid and cleared in the bank account before 30 June to claim a tax deduction43. This 
will mean that payments should be made by 24 June to allow sufficient time for electronic banking mechanisms 
to process before 30 June. 
 
Currently, individuals aged 66-74 must work at least 40 hours in any 30-day period in the financial year in which 
the contributions are made (the "work test") in order to make voluntary personal contributions44.  
 

 
43 Taxation Ruling TR 2010/1 
44 Reg 7.04 of the SIS Regulations. 
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In FY2020 the ATO introduced a new system which allows taxpayers to carry forward any of their $25,000 
concessional cap that was not used in a prior year. This may allow a taxpayer to make a contribution of greater 
than $27,500 in FY2022, by utilising an unused concessional cap from FY2019, FY2020 or FY2021. This unused 
cap is available to a superannuation member with a balance of less than $500,000 at 1 July 2021. 
 

Superannuation expenses – unallocated contribution strategy 

For clients with Self-Managed Super Funds a strategy exists that may allow a double deduction for contributions 
in FY2022. A superannuation contribution is deductible when made, however a contribution is allocated to the 
appropriate caps when it is allocated to a member. The superannuation rules compel a Trustee to apply a 
contribution to a member account with 28 days from the end of the month in which a contribution is made. 
 
This is strategy in may allow a maximum contribution made in June 2022 of $55,000 (being FY2022 concessional 
cap of $27,500 and FY2023 concessional cap of $27,500). 
 

Superannuation – additional 15% tax for high income earners 

Where your personal income (ATI) is over $250,000 your superannuation fund will pay 30% tax on concessional 
contributions rather than 15%45. Your ATI will include your taxable income, reportable fringe benefits, addback 
of financial asset and rental losses, zero rated superannuation lump sums, and concessional contributions made 
to your fund. 
 
If you have flexibility on how to structure your income levels consider keeping your ATI below $250,000. 
 

SG opt-out for high-income earners 
 

The increase in the SG rate to 10.5% from 1 July 2022 also means that the SG opt-out income threshold will 
decrease to $261,904 from 1 July 2022 (down from $275,000). High-income earners with multiple employers 
can opt-out of the SG regime in respect of an employer to avoid unintentionally breaching the concessional 
contributions cap ($27,500 for FY2022 and FY2023). Therefore, the SG opt-out threshold from 1 July 2022 will 
be $261,904 ($27,500 divided by 0.105). 
 

Employee share schemes 

The discount on shares and right/options acquired under an ESS is generally subject to tax to the individual. The 
timing of the taxation on the discount will depend on the type of the scheme (non-concessional schemes are 
generally taxed upfront, while concessional schemes can be deferred in some cases). Special concessions also 
apply for start-up companies. You should ensure that you have appropriately considered you ESS arrangements 
and determined the amount that must be included in your taxable income for FY2022. 
 

Foreign employment income 

The foreign income of Australian resident individuals is exempt if it relates to employment on foreign aid 
projects or military service overseas. This means that fringe benefits provided in respect of non-exempt 
overseas employment can now be subject to FBT in certain circumstances (alternatively, the value will be 
taxable to the individual). 

 

Non-commercial losses 

A non-commercial loss refers to a loss generated by an individual from conducting a business (other than a 
primary production or professional arts business). These rules do not apply in respect of activities that are a 
hobby or relate to generating passive income (i.e. as such losses are not deductible). Where non-commercial 
losses are generated, the ability to claim such a loss depends on whether the individual earns less than $250,000 
and whether one of a number of "exception tests" are satisfied. If you do not satisfy those tests, or you earn 

 
45 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) Division 293 
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more than $250,000, you need to apply to the Commissioner for him to exercise his discretion to use the tax 
losses59. 
 

Covid test deductible 

The costs of taking a COVID-19 test to attend a place of work are tax deductible for individuals from 1 July 2021.  
In making these costs tax deductible, the Government will also ensure FBT will not be incurred by businesses 
where COVID-19 tests are provided to employees for this purpose.  
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 7. Self-managed super funds  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to SMSF’s. 
 

SMSF deed and fund rules 

Trustees should consider when the trust deed for the SMSF was last reviewed to ensure it is current with existing 
super legislation and provides the required flexibility and seek legal advice around any potential need to update.  
 

Investment strategy 

Each SMSF trustee has an obligation to ensure that investment strategies are reviewed on a regular basis. When 
undertaking the review, it doesn't mean that you need to change the current investments, but you should check 
to see if market movements have resulted in the fund being overweight, or underweight, a particular area which 
could lead to a higher level of investment risk than the trustees prefer. 
 

 Insurance considerations 

Each SMSF trustee has an obligation to consider whether it is necessary to hold insurance on behalf of the 
fund’s members. The types of insurance policies commonly held in a SMSF include:- 

• Life insurance 
• Total and permanent disablement insurance (TPD) 
• Temporary disablement insurance (known as “Salary continuance” or “Income protection insurance”)   

 
This requirement has the objective of ensuring that trustees of an SMSF consider holding insurance for fund 
members.  It does not compel the trustees to take out insurance, it only requires them to consider insurance. 
There is no requirement to provide a default level of insurance, which is a common recommendation in larger 
industry based super funds.   
 

 Market valuation of assets 

If your SMSF has assets that are not on-market, such as real estate and collectables, it’s a good idea to arrange 
relevant assessors, External valuations may not be required every year, however, the superannuation law 
requires you, as trustee of your SMSF, to determine market value for each year’s annual financial statements. 
 
Auditors are placing greater scrutiny on SMSF trustees to provide information to substantiate the market value 
of assets. Assets such as investments in private companies, and real estate assets will require additional 
information. 
 

Related party transactions 

If your SMSF has borrowed from a related party to acquire an asset under a Limited Recourse Borrowing 
Arrangement (LRBA), you must review the terms of that related party loan for commerciality. The ATO have 
published a guidance on how to determine the commercial basis for principal and interest payments46. 
 
If your SMSF has related party lease arrangements on commercial premises, you must review the terms of that 
related party arrangement for commerciality. The trustee should ensure that the annual lease arrangement 
have been conducted in accordance with commercial terms.  
 
If the SMSF has any investments in related parties (companies and trusts) or leased assets (other than 
commercial property) to related parties, then it's necessary to check that the fund has remained within the 
allowable 5 per cent limit for these types of investments, known as "in house assets". 
 

 
46 PCG 2016/5 
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Relaxation of Related Party rent arrangement – SMSF’s 

For some businesses, the business owner’s SMSF (or a related party) owns the commercial property that the 
business leases. Normally, the leasing arrangement between the business and the SMSF must be at market 
value to fulfil the SMSF’s obligations under the Superannuation Industry Supervision Act. 
 
If the SMSF reduces the rent because the business is in financial distress as a result of COVID-19, the SMSF will 
not face action by the ATO. The ATO has stated: 

“Some landlords are giving their tenants a reduction in or waiver of rent because of the financial 
impacts of the COVID-19 and we understand that you may wish to do so as well. Our compliance 
approach for the FY2021 and FY2022 financial years is that we will not take action where an SMSF 
gives a tenant – who is also a related party – a temporary rent reduction during this period.” 

 
To qualify for rent relief, there are a number of issues that trustees should document: 

• The financial hardship of the tenant (substantiating the financial impact) 
• Review the lease agreement and refer to any relevant provisions within the agreement that enable 

a reduction in rent 
• Agree and document a reduced rental amount for a specified period of time. The period of time 

should be relevant to the financial impact. 
 
Taking these steps will help mitigate any potential compliance breach by your fund and reduce the likelihood 
of audit activity by the ATO. 
 
It is important to balance the immediate needs of the related business with the long-term goals of the SMSF. 
The fund’s sole purpose to provide retirement benefits for members should be considered before any rent 
reduction is granted. 
 

Receipt contributions  

All employer and member contribution must be received by the fund before year-end in order for the payer to 
obtain a tax deduction for superannuation contributions. The contribution must be paid and cleared in the bank 
account of the fund before 30 June47. This will mean that payments should be made by 23 June to allow 
sufficient time for electronic banking mechanisms to process before 30 June. 
 
Those of you who utilise the services of a superannuation clearing house may need to allow more time for the 
payments to process. When utilising the ATO Small Business Superannuation Clearing House (SBSCH) the above 
rule applies and contributions are deductible when the contribution is paid and cleared in your bank account. 
When utilising any other clearing house the contribution will only be deductible when the super fund receives 
the payment. As a result we would recommend that you allow 8 – 10 days for the payment to be processed. 
 

Splitting contributions  

With the current maximum Transfer Balance Cap set at $1.6 million it is important to monitor situations where 
spouses are holding superannuation interests that are not equal. One opportunity to rebalance these super 
balances is to perform a spouse contribution split.  
 
Splittable contributions include 85% of concessional contributions. Contributions can be split at any time from 
the end of the financial year in which contributions are made and up to the end of the following financial year. 
As a result contributions made in FY2021 can be split until 30 June 2022 48.    
 
The amount that is split is assessed against the initial contributor’s contribution cap not the receiving spouse. 
To be eligible for split the receiving spouse must not satisfy any of the following: 

• has already retired 

 
47 Taxation Ruling TR 2010/1 
48 6.44 SIS Regulation 
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• is 65 years of age or older 
• is over preservation age and has satisfied a condition of release. 

 

Superannuation contributions – unallocated contribution strategy 

For clients with Self-Managed Super Funds a strategy exists that may allow a double deduction for contributions 
in FY2022. A superannuation contribution is deductible when made, however a contribution is allocated to the 
appropriate caps when it is allocated to a member. The superannuation rules compel a Trustee to apply a 
contribution to a member account with 28 days from the end of the month in which a contribution is made. 
 
This is strategy in may allow a maximum contribution made in June 2022 of $55,000 (being FY2022 concessional 
cap of $27,500 and FY2023 concessional cap of $27,500). 

 
 

Minimum and maximum pension requirements 

Each SMSF with pension members is required to pay an annual minimum payment. The amount of the payment 
is a percentage of the members as at 1 July 2021, and is fixed for the year, regardless of any changes in the 
account balance.  
 
If a pension was commenced during the year, a percentage of the account balance at the commencement is 
pro-rated based on the number of days remaining in the financial year (except if your pension commenced on 
or after 1 June, then the minimum is set at zero). 
 
Minimum payments are based on age at the start of the year (or age when commencing a pension during the 
year). The minimum drawdown requirements for account-based pensions and similar products will be reduced 
by 50% in FY2022 and FY2023. 
 

Age Standard minimum 
drawdown rates (%) – 

FY2022 

Reduced rates by 50% for 
FY2022 and proposed 

FY2023 (%) 
Under 65 4 2 
65-74 5 2.5 
75-79 6 3 
80-84 7 3.5 
85-89 9 4.5 
90-94 11 5.5 
95 or more 14 7 

 
 

Note Transition to Retirement income streams have a maximum annual pension payment of 10%. 
 

Estate planning 

Year end is a good opportunity to review your estate planning considerations. You should consider whether 
your current wills, death benefit nominations, Enduring Power of Attorney and other estate planning 
considerations are up to date and in accordance with your current wishes.  
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8. Capital gains tax  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to capital 
gains tax. 

 

Small business CGT concessions 

A taxpayer can qualify for these concessions if the taxpayer satisfies the $6 million net assets test (on a 
connected entity and affiliate inclusive basis) or the $2 million turnover test (on a connected entity and affiliate 
inclusive basis). The asset that is the subject of the CGT event must be an active asset (i.e. an asset used in 
business) and can extend to certain assets held by connected entities, affiliates and partners in a partnership 
where those entities do not carry on a business. The small business concessions can also apply to the sale of 
shares in a company or units in a trust, provided additional requirements are satisfied (for example, the CGT 
concession stakeholder test)  
 
The four small business CGT concessions available are:  

1) the 15-year exemption;  
2) the 50% active asset reduction; 
3) the retirement exemption; and 
4) the replacement asset rollover. 

 
The small business concessions require elections and payments to be made by certain dates. 
 

Earnout arrangements 

Capital gains and losses arising in respect of look-through earnout rights are disregarded for tax purposes. For 
the purchaser of the business, any financial benefit provided (or received) under a look-through earnout right 
increases (or decreases) part of the cost base or reduced cost base of the underlying asset. For the seller of the 
business, any financial benefit received (or provided) under the look-through earnout right increases (or 
decreases) the capital proceeds for the underlying asset. 
 
These rules only apply to a narrow set of circumstances, so it is important to ensure that agreements are drafted 
appropriately. For example, shares need to be an active asset. Further, complications may occur where an 
earnout is in respect of the head company of a tax consolidated group (i.e. by way of the interaction with the 
single entity rule) or where an entity joins a tax consolidated group under an arrangement which provides for 
an earnout. 
 

CGT exemptions 

A number of CGT exemptions can apply to reduce capital gains and losses derived during an income year. The 
following provides a non-exhaustive list of exemptions that should be considered during your year-end tax 
planning: 

• Pre-CGT assets; 
• Certain collectable and personal use assets; 
• Shares in a pooled development fund; 
• Trading stock; 
• Certain payments for compensation and damages; 
• Transfer of stratum units to occupiers; 
• Certain testamentary gifts; 
• Marriage or relationship breakdown settlements; 
• Main residence exemption; 
• Cars, motor vehicles and valour decorations; 
• Assets used to produce exempt and NANE income; 
• Capital losses by a lessee where the asset is non-income producing; 
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• Capital gains or losses on certain boats; 
• Depreciating assets used for producing income; 
• CGT events on death, 
• TOFA financial arrangements; 
• Forex hedging gains or losses on liabilities; and 
• Forex hedging gains or losses on pre-CGT assets. 

 

CGT rollovers 

In addition, there are a number of CGT rollovers that may apply to reduce capital gains and losses derived during 
an income year. These include: 

• Rollover for assets compulsorily acquired/lost/destroyed; 
• Scrip for scrip rollover relief; 
• Demerger relief; 
• Splitting of assets and merging of assets; 
• Rollover for the change of an unincorporated body to an incorporated company; and 
• Small business restructure rollover. 

 

Defer entering into contracts 

Your obligation to report a capital gain will occur in the financial year in which a CGT event occurs. A CGT event 
usually occurs upon execution (signing) of a contract and not at settlement49. To defer a capital gain into a 
subsequent financial year consider delaying the contract negotiations and the formal execution of the contract 
until after 30 June. Caution should be taken with informal heads of agreements, or option arrangement as the 
ATO can determine these to be in the form of a contract which will trigger the CGT event50. 
 

Realise capital losses 

If you have assessable gains in FY2022 you may consider realising (selling) other assets that will produce a 
capital loss. The capital gain may then be offset against the capital loss. However, be careful about “wash sales”. 
 
"Wash sales" occur where shares in companies listed on the stock exchange are sold, to crystallise the capital 
loss, and then shortly thereafter the taxpayer, or an associate of the taxpayer, purchases back shares in that 
corporation on the stock exchange. The ruling considers that Part IVA may apply to cancel deductions or 
benefits from "wash sales" and penalties may be applied. The "wash sales" prohibition announced in the ruling 
extends to an individual selling an underperforming asset and buying it back through their discretionary trust. 
However, there is a view that selling the shares to your superannuation fund would probably not be affected 
by the "wash sale" ruling because the dominant motive is to provide for retirement.   

 
49 Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) s104-10(3) (CGT event A1) 
50 FCT v Sara Lee Household & Body Care P/L [2000] HCA 35 
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9. International transactions  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to 
international transactions. 

 

 Transfer pricing 

Australia's transfer pricing rules apply to all taxpayers that have international dealings and can apply to 
reconstruct all types of international dealings (for example, loans, service fees, transfers of trading stock) if 
these are deemed to be inconsistent with the arm's length principle. 
 
The rules interpret the arm's length principle in accordance with international (i.e. OECD) guidance and ensure 
that the transfer pricing articles contained in Australia's DTAs can operate independently of our unilateral 
domestic transfer pricing rules. 
 
Taxpayers should review and/or consider formalising their inter-company services, sales/distribution and loan 
agreements before year-end. In particular, where period end 'true-ups' (i.e. adjustments) are required to give 
effect to any profit based transfer pricing methods, the relevant service/purchase/sale agreements should 
incorporate provisions specifically acknowledging that such periodic adjustments have been agreed between 
the parties. 
 
The ATO has developed some simplified record keeping options that enable certain taxpayers to minimise some 
of the record-keeping and compliance costs involved in complying with Australia's transfer pricing provisions51. 
 
These options can be broadly classed into two categories. The first category includes options for particular 
classes of taxpayers (i.e. distributors and small business taxpayers). The second category includes options for 
particular classes of international related party dealings, including transactions based on certain materiality 
levels, intra-group services, management and administrative services, technical services and certain inbound 
and outbound low level loans. 

 

International dealings schedule 

Entities with $2 million or more of international dealings are required to complete Section A of the IDS. The $2 
million threshold includes the value of any property/services transferred and the balance of any loans. Consider 
the information required to complete the IDS for FY2022. 

 

Thin capitalisation 

Thin capitalisation rules are designed to ensure that international groups do not allocate an excessive amount 
of debt to their Australian operations. The provisions can apply to Australian entities that have controlled 
foreign entities and/or operations (outbound) and to foreign entities that have controlled Australian entities 
and Australian operations (inbound). Where the provisions apply, debt deductions (i.e. interest) on excess 
borrowings can be denied. 
 
The thin capitalisation rules do not apply where an entity (together with its associate entities) has debt 
deductions of $2 million or less for FY2022. 

 

Foreign exchange gains and losses 

Foreign exchange gains and losses are recognised for tax purposes when foreign currency denominated rights 
or obligations are realised, called forex realisation events (unless TOFA applies to the arrangement). 
 

 
51 Practical Compliance Guideline PCG 2017/2 
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Generally, in calculating the foreign exchange gains and losses, spot exchange rates are required to be used. 
Due to the prescriptive nature of these rules, this may not align with rates used for accounting purposes. 
 
Elections are available to assist in reducing compliance issues. For example, regulations have been introduced 
to allow taxpayers to make a choice to use conversion rates that are more in line with those used for accounting 
purposes (for example, average rates).  
 
Other elections include:  

1) a functional currency election (which allows taxable income to be calculated in the foreign 
currency); 

2) a forex retranslation election (which allows the accounting method to be used); and 
3) a limited balance election (which allows foreign currency gains and losses to be ignored on 

qualifying bank accounts that do not have a balance in excess of $250,000 at any time during 
the year). 

 
These elections require conditions to be satisfied and need to be made by the relevant taxpayer within certain 
timeframes.
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10. Tax administration and integrity  

This section looks at your tax provisions that apply specifically to 
administration and other integrity issues. 

Part IVA 

As tax planning strategies may reduce your taxable income, it is always prudent to consider the potential 
application of the general anti-avoidance provision contained in Part IVA to any strategy. Part IVA can apply to 
arrangements which are entered into for the dominant purpose of obtaining a particular tax outcome. Examples 
include the re-characterisation of income from trading businesses52 and trust income reduction arrangements53. 

ATO audit review period 

The audit review period for ATO is generally four years. For a small business entity taxpayers this period is 
reduced to two years. The ATO is able to extend each of these review periods in special circumstances. 

Reportable Payments Report - TPAR 

Certain industry sectors must prepare a “reportable payments report” to submit to the ATO showing the 
payments that you have made to each contractor for FY2022.  This report should be submitted by 28 August 
2022. The following industries must prepare reports 54:- 

• Building and Construction  
• Cleaning services 
• Couriers  
• Road freight 
• IT industry  
• Security, investigation, or surveillance 

 
Businesses in these industries will need to collect the following information and provide this to the ATO in an 
annual report: 

• ABN (where known) 
• Name 
• Address 
• Gross amount paid for the financial year (this is the total amount paid including GST) 
• Total GST included in the gross amount you paid. 

 

Government tenders – procurement contracts 

Businesses seeking to tender for Australian Government procurement contracts for a value of over $4 million 
(GST exclusive) will be required to obtain a statement from the ATO to show that they have a satisfactory tax 
record55. Businesses will be required to submit the statement with the relevant tender, or within 4 business 
days from the tender closing date. 
 
As a consequence of this, if your business is seeking these tenders a history of compliant lodgement and 
payment obligations will be essential. 
 

  

 
52 Taxpayer Alert TA 2017/1 
53 Taxpayer Alert TA 2016/12 
54 Treasury Laws Amendment (Black Economy Taskforce Measures No. 1) Bill 2018 
55 https://treasurery.gov.au/review/black-economy-procurement-connected-policy 

 

https://treasurery.gov.au/review/black-economy-procurement-connected-policy
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Superannuation Guarantee Rate 
 
From 1 July 2022 SG is scheduled to increase from the current rate of 10% to 10.5%. It is then planned to 
increase by half a percent each year until it reaches 12% in 2025. 
 
Please review your accounting systems prior to the fist pay-run after 1 July 2022 and change the default Super 
Guarantee rate. 
 

SG opt-out for high-income earners 
 

The increase in the SG rate to 10.5% from 1 July 2022 also means that the SG opt-out income threshold will 
decrease to $261,904 from 1 July 2022 (down from $275,000). High-income earners with multiple employers 
can opt-out of the SG regime in respect of an employer to avoid unintentionally breaching the concessional 
contributions cap ($27,500 for FY2022 and FY2023). Therefore, the SG opt-out threshold from 1 July 2022 will 
be $261,904 ($27,500 divided by 0.105). 
 

Removing the $450 per month threshold for Super Guarantee eligibility 

 
From 1 July 2022, employers will be required to make super guarantee contributions to their eligible employee's 
super fund regardless of how much the employee is paid. In previous years there was a minimum wage of $450 
a month threshold before super guarantee was required. Employees must still satisfy other super guarantee 
eligibility requirements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer and general advice warning 
The contents of this document are for general information only and do not consider your personal circumstances or situation. 
Furthermore, this document does not contain a detailed or complete explanation of the law, as provisions or explanations have been 
summarised and simplified. This document is not intended to be used, and should not be used, as professional advice. 
 
The contents of this document do not constitute financial product advice and should not be used in making a decision with respect to 
a financial product. It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not take action on the specific issues in 
reliance of this information. Taxation is only one of the matters that must be considered when making a decision on a financial 
product. Before making an investment decision, you need to consider (with or without the assistance of an advisor) whether this 
information is appropriate to your needs, objectives and circumstances. 
 
P+Y, its directors, employees and consultants expressly disclaim any and all liability to any person, whether a purchaser or not, for 
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